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 FDC: Launched India’s first oral suspension of Favipiravir – Favenza Oral Suspension, used to treat mild to moderate cases of 

COVID-19. 
 Piramal Enterprises: Approved the allotment of 1,020 non-convertible debentures aggregating to Rs 102 crores on private 

placement basis 

 Quickheal Technologies: Launched its annual report. Company reported a consolidated revenue from operations of Rs 333 
crore in FY21, up 16% from Rs 286 crore in FY20. It said the recovery is “commendable” since business was severely 
impacted during the initial part of the year because of the lockdown restrictions. The recovery in the retail segment was 
stronger with 24% increase in revenue, while the enterprise segment grew by 9%. In the enterprise segment in the first two 
quarters of the year, the company said the government spending was less, and the SME segment also faced some liquidity 
pressure. 

Markets gave up early gains to end little changed 

 IT and metal stocks slipped, while realty stocks witnessed broad-based 
buying for the second day running. 

 Banks and financial companies posted broad-based gains after the RBI 
allowed reverse mergers of banks older than five years with their 
holding companies. 

Global & Asian market overview  

 European stocks  closed higher, lifting many of the region's 
benchmarks to new record highs, as investors bet on hopes top U.S. 
banks will report strong second-quarter earnings. Worries about 
the impact of the delta variant of the coronavirus weighed a bit and 
limited markets' upside. Leaders of the G20 nations admitted that 
COVID-19 variants could threaten the economic recovery from the 
pandemic. 

 US stocks  moved modestly higher over the course of the trading 
session. With the upward move, the major averages all reached 
new record closing highs. The major averages all close in positive 
territory. The modestly higher close on Wall Street reflected recent 
upward momentum, which has helped propel stocks to record highs 
despite uncertainty about the global economic outlook. 

 Asian stocks  rose as Treasury yields stabilized after Friday's jump 
and China's central bank moved to boost liquidity, given concerns 
over slowing economic growth. Chinese shares advanced after the 
country's central bank cut the amount of money commercial 
lenders must set aside as reserves in an effort to sustain a recovery 
from the pandemic. . 

Industry Buzz  

 Ashoka Buildcon: Received letter of acceptance from National 
Highways Authority of India for development of Memmadpur 
(Ambala) - Banur (IT City Chowk) - Kharar (Chandigarh) Corridor for a 
bid price of Rs 726 crore. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Indices Close Previous Chg.%   

Sensex Index 52,373 52,386 -0.03% 

Nifty Index 15,693 15,690 0.02% 

NSEBANK INDEX 35,199 35,072 0.36% 

NSEAUTO INDEX 10,438 10,420 0.17% 

NSEIT INDEX 28,532 28,662 -0.45% 

 

Market depth Advance Decline T/O(bn) 

NSE 1,088 865 523 

BSE 1,860 1,342 43 

 

Indices Close Previous Chg.% 

DJIA 34,996 34,870 0.36% 

NASDAQ 14,733 14,702 0.21% 

S&P 500 4,385 4,370 0.35% 

DAX 15,791 15,688 0.65% 

CAC 40 6,559 6,529 0.46% 

FTSE 100 7,125 7,122 0.05% 

HANG SENG 27,515 27,345 0.62% 

SSE INDEX 3,548 3,524 0.67% 

NIKKIE 225 28,569 27,940 2.25% 

 

Nifty Gainers Chg.% Nifty Losers Chg.% 

ULTRACEMCO 2.5  ADANIPORTS -1.5  

GRASIM 2.3  BPCL -1.4  

SHREECEM 1.9  BHARTIARTL -1.2  

JSWSTEEL 1.6  TATASTEEL -1.2  

SBILIFE 1.6  INFY -1.0  

 

FII Derivatives Buy (bn) Sell (bn) Net (bn) 

INDEX FUT 38.5 31.3 7.2 

STOCK FUT 106.3 106.6 -0.3 
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 Kirloskar Industries: Reported a 32% decrease in revenue in FY21 at Rs 58.11 crore. Profit before tax is also 50% lower at Rs 
32.45 crore. The company said it was mainly due to lower dividend income received, lower revenues from windmill business 
and reduced lease rental income. 

 Shilpa Medicare: Board of directors approved the transfer of API Business of the company consisting of Unit-1 and Unit-2 
situated at Raichur, Karnataka by way of slump sale to a wholly owned subsidiary of the company. 

 Xelpmoc Design and Tech: Board of directors to meet on July 15 to consider a proposal of fund raising by issuance of equity 
shares or any other securities 

 Suven Life Sciences: Ended FY21 with revenue 6% lower at Rs 13.5 crore as compared to Rs 14.41 crore last fiscal year. 
Losses narrowed to Rs 72.15 crores versus Rs 94.2 crore. 

 Thermax: Launched its annual report. The company said its multi-sector approach makes it a resilient entity. Over the 
medium term, it said improvement in core industries, growing demand for Operations and Maintenance (O&M), Build-Own-
Operate, and new energy-driven technologies augur well. 

 Vipul: NCLT has appointed Ravi Sethia as the interim resolution professional of the company. 
 Reliance Industries: Invested Rs 1 lakh in Reliance New Energy Solar, a newly incorporated wholly owned subsidiary. 
 IDBI Bank: Moody’s has upgraded baseline credit assessment (BCA) of IDBI to b1 from b2. IDBI's local and foreign-currency 

bank deposit ratings are two notches above its Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA) and Adjusted BCA of b1. 

 
     Earnings Update 

 Authum Investment and Infrastructure (Q1FY22, Consolidated, QoQ): Revenue up 557% to Rs 401.28 crore vs Rs 61.04 
crore Profit up 561% to Rs 298.6 crore vs Rs 45.16 crore 

 HFCL (Q1FY22, Consolidated, QoQ): Revenue down 13.26% to Rs 1,207 crore vs Rs 1,391.4 crore Ebitda up 2.24% to Rs 
191.6 crore vs Rs 187.4 crore Ebitda margin up 241 basis points to 15.88% vs 13.47% Profit after tax up 5% to Rs 90.7 crore 
vs Rs 86.4 crore Current order book at Rs 5,884 crore 
 

     Results Today 

 Mindtree, Tata Metaliks, Deccan Health Care, Gagan Gases, Shree Ganesh Remedies, TPI India, and WS Industries 
 

     Indian Macro  

 The Indian Railways’ ambitious plan to allow private operators to run trains has been running late with repeated 

postponements of the bid deadline, which has now been set for July 23. The decision to allow private train operators for 

the first time had met with an encouraging response and 15 applicants qualified for the initial request-for-quotation 

stage in February this year. Since then, however, the COVID-19 resurgence is one of the principal reasons for delay the 

process. While prospective bidders had anyway sought more time to study the bid conditions, the alleged inflexibility of 

the Indian Railways in amending some of them is also being cited as a reason for the delays. 

 As many as 24,781 responses have been received on the e-proceedings functionality and about 40,000 ITRs are being 

filed daily on the new I-T portal, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) said as it addresses on war footing the 

technical glitches facing the new site. In reply to a PTI email on chartered accountants saying that users still experience 

glitches even a month after the launch of the I-T portal, CBDT said users are reporting some issues related to non-

availability of Income Tax Return 3, 5, 6 and 7 and rectification functionality, issues in ITR filing, e-verification or logging 

in to the portal in certain cases and corrective measures are being taken. The corrective measures are being taken based 

on feedback from taxpayers, tax professionals and representatives of ICAI to provide taxpayers with a smooth e-filing 

experience, it said. 

 A month after its launch and two weeks after the finance minister reviewed its functioning, technical glitches continue to 

mar the functioning of the new income tax portal as certain key utilities like e-proceedings and digital signature 



 
 

 

certificate are not yet functional, say chartered accountants. Also, some overseas firms have been facing problems in 

logging into the portal, they said. Even after two weeks of the meeting and over a month of the portal launch, users still 

continue to encounter multiple problems like unable to file I-T returns for past years, download intimation notice u/s 

143(1) for AY 2019-20 and earlier years, and Form- 3 under ''Vivad se Vishwas Scheme'' is not visible on the portal. When 

contacted, the Income Tax department said it is continuously engaged with the developer Infosys to expedite resolution 

of issues like log-in and ITR filing on the I-T portal. The much-touted new income tax portal ''www.incometax.gov.in’ had 

a bumpy start from the day of its launch on June 7 as it continued to face tech glitches, which prompted Finance Minister 

Nirmala Sitharaman to call a meeting on June 22 with officials of Infosys which has developed the new website. 

 

     Global Macro  

 Median year-ahead inflation expectations in the US grew to 4.8 percent in June 2021, a new high for the series and the 

eighth straight month of increases, as the economy recovers from the pandemic hit. Meanwhile, expectations for 

inflation over the next three years remained unchanged at 3.6 percent, the second-highest level ever. The survey also 

showed households' labor market expectations continued to improve as the mean perceived probability of losing one's 

job in the next 12 months decreased to 10.9 percent, a new series' low, and the mean perceived probability of finding a 

job in the next three months increased to 54.2 percent, the highest reading since February 2020. 

 Germany's 10-year Bund yield stood at -0.3% in mid-July, hovering around its lowest level since April, due to a global rally 

in fixed-income prices and expectations that the European Central Bank will remain dovish. In addition, the Federal 

Reserve’s meeting minutes last week showed that substantial further progress on the economic recovery was generally 

seen as not having yet been met, though progress was expected to continue. Elsewhere, hopes of a solid economic 

recovery have been supporting overall sentiment, while concerns about the economic impact of the Delta variant of 

COVID-19 mounted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 

  S1 S2 PIVOT R1 R2 

ADANIPORTS 708 701 722 728 742 

ASIANPAINT 2974 2957 3008 3026 3060 

AXISBANK 748 744 753 758 763 

BAJAJ-AUTO 3922 3893 3976 4006 4059 

BAJAJFINSV 12772 12652 12859 12978 13065 

BAJFINANCE 6096 6052 6148 6192 6243 

BHARTIARTL 524 521 532 535 542 

BPCL 446 443 453 455 462 

BRITANNIA 3458 3443 3479 3494 3515 

CIPLA 953 948 960 965 973 

COALINDIA 146 145 147 147 148 

DIVISLAB 4570 4549 4597 4618 4645 

DRREDDY 5458 5419 5479 5518 5539 

EICHERMOT 2691 2678 2717 2729 2756 

GRASIM 1518 1496 1530 1552 1563 

HCLTECH 974 971 979 983 987 

HDFC 2453 2423 2482 2512 2541 

HDFCBANK 1478 1472 1490 1496 1508 

HDFCLIFE 681 677 684 687 690 

HEROMOTOCO 2885 2874 2905 2915 2936 

HINDALCO 384 382 388 390 395 

HINDUNILVR 2425 2413 2443 2455 2473 

ICICIBANK 643 639 647 651 654 

INDUSINDBK 1040 1032 1049 1057 1065 

INFY 1525 1507 1551 1569 1596 

IOC 106 106 107 108 109 

ITC 200 200 201 202 203 

JSWSTEEL 681 669 692 704 715 

KOTAKBANK 1721 1714 1732 1739 1750 

LT 1489 1478 1503 1514 1527 

M&M 765 761 773 778 786 

MARUTI 7398 7355 7494 7536 7632 

NESTLEIND 17564 17476 17660 17747 17843 

NTPC 117 116 118 119 119 

ONGC 118 117 119 119 120 

POWERGRID 227 226 230 231 233 

RELIANCE 2068 2058 2085 2095 2112 

SBILIFE 1027 1014 1031 1044 1049 

SBIN 425 422 428 430 433 

SHREECEM 27605 27177 28012 28440 28847 

SUNPHARMA 665 662 669 671 675 

TATACONSUM 767 759 777 785 795 

TATAMOTORS 305 302 308 310 314 

TATASTEEL 1205 1192 1232 1245 1272 

TCS 3175 3158 3205 3222 3253 

TECHM 1051 1042 1055 1063 1067 

TITAN 1706 1695 1723 1734 1750 

ULTRACEMCO 6965 6830 7040 7175 7250 

UPL 812 806 822 828 838 

WIPRO 523 518 527 531 536 

Trading guidelines 

 This model is based on the premise that the PIVOT is the most 

important price level that decides the intraday trend. Much like how 

the door or a window hangs by a hinge and sways in the wind, the 

intraday trend also hangs by this PIVOT LEVEL and swings because of 

the demand-supply, volatility and market sentiments prevailing in 

the market. Hence its importance in intraday trading.  

 Wait for the market price to stabilize after opening in the first 30 

minutes of trading.  

 Opening Price is considered around close of previous day. Avoid 

BUYING if prices open abnormally high and avoid selling if prices 

open too low.  

 If the market price is stable above the pivot level after 20-30 minutes 

of opening, then GO LONG and book profit near the resistant level 

(R1 & R2)  

 If the market price is stable below the pivot level after 20-30 minutes 

of opening, then GO SHORT and book profit near the support level 

(S1 & S2) 

 

Stop loss 

Since you are aware of the 'potential returns' at the time of initiating an 

intraday trade (difference between the entry price and profit targets), you 

should set up an appropriate STOP LOSS around 1%   above / below of the 

trade price or a level comfortable to you, to protect yourself if the market 

turns and goes against you. 

 

Alternate strategy 

If you have already initiated a trade with clear-cut profit targets and a stop 

loss level, and find during the course of the trading day that the market turns 

and goes the other way and crosses the TREND LEVEL, then trade again: For 

instance, if your first trade was a LONG trade and the market price drops 

through the TREND LEVEL to lower price levels, then GO SHORT and if your 

first trade was a SHORT trade and the market price rises through the TREND 

LEVEL to higher price levels, then GO LONG. 

 

S1, S2 are the immediate support levels. 

R1, R2 are the immediate resistance levels.  
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